The Black Hawk Pulse Jet Thermal Fogger is proven effective and efficient at dispersing oil based solutions such as bird fogging repellents, insecticides, disinfectants and more. No other thermal fogger dispenses oil based solutions at such high volumes this efficiently, this quickly.

The Black Hawk excels at the fast and efficient fogging of large areas - especially in obstructed areas such as woods or storage facilities. It has proven to be an effective dispersal method of mosquito control over wide areas. Use the Black Hawk to combat West Nile, Malaria, Dengue fever and other mosquito borne diseases.

Specifications
Model: 2620 Series 2
Engine: Resonant pulse principle
Performance: 44 hp/hour or 33 kw/hour
Fuel Type: Gasoline
Fuel Consumption: 0.6 GPH or 2.3 liters/hr
Fuel Tank: Corrosion resistant - 0.5 gallon or 1.9 liters
Formulation Output: 0-18 gal/hr, or 0-68.4 liters/hr.
Produces 114,000 cubic feet of output per minute
Droplet Size: 0.5 - 50 microns
Formulation Container: 3 gallons or 11.4 liters
Power Supply: Eight 1.5 V "D" size alkaline batteries. Any 12 V DC vehicle battery (connect to cigarette lighter receptacle with auxiliary start battery cable) supplied.
Overall Dimensions: 69"Long x 15"Wide x 17"High
TOTAL WEIGHT: 73 lbs

Standard Features
- Single 44 hp pulse-jet principle engine.
- Revolutionary electric starting system.
- All formulation controls at operators hand.
- Formulation / fuel tanks are not pressurized.
- Filters in fuel and formulation lines.
- Highest output portable (114,000cu.ft./min.)
- Can be secured to the bed of the truck.
- Powered by batteries or a 12v battery.
- Chemical resistant epoxy paint
- 1 year warranty
- Drum accessories available.
- Comes complete with instruction manual, batteries, auxiliary start cable and 2 clean-out brushes.